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FACULTY OF ENGINEERING 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

 

DESIGN THINKING WORKSHOP 

 

Date: 5
th

 and 6
th

 JAN 2018 

Time: 9:00 A.M to 4:30 PM 

Venue: Block II, 3
rd

 Floor, Seminar Hall, CU, FoE 

Speaker/s: 

Name:U S Vineesh 

Organization and Place: Wipro, Bangalore 

Target Audience (Students):6BTCS/IT( CSI Membership Students) 

Faculty Members: 

1. Manjuanth C 

2. GokulaPriya G 

 

Total Students’ Present:42 

 

OBJECTIVE: 

 

POSSIBLE LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

 

We had a session on Design Thinking conducted by Vineesh U S, organized by CSI in 

association with the department of Computer Science and Engineering. We were taught the 

various aspects of design thinking through a series of activities that required the students to 

spark creative ideas and solutions to the problems laid out to us. 

5th Jan(Day 1) 

(Morning session) – 9:00 to 1:00 

The day started with the members being divided into six teams of seven members each. Each 

team was given a chart paper and asked to name their team and prove to the crowd why their 

team was the best. 
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The activity was followed by some theory behind design thinking. Design thinking is the 

process of designing a solution that makes an existing solution or work better, faster, 

smoother, without wastage and inefficiency. We were also taught the necessity of design 

thinking in today’s world. Design thinking is unique as anybody can do it, and it can be 

applied for problems of any field. Design Thinking should be desirable, feasible and viable. 

We were then taught about the various design thinking mind-sets, each of which was 

explained clearly through a series of videos of different people from ideo.org website. 

We were taught about Divergent and Convergent thinking and how it’s seen in the Design 

Thinking process which includes – Empathise, Define, Ideate, Prototype, Test and 

Implement. 

(Afternoon session )- 2:00 to 4:30 

We were then presented with another activity called the marshmallow challenge where the 

students were given twenty spaghetti sticks, one yard of thread, a cello tape and a 

marshmallow. The students were given eighteen minutes and were expected to create the 

tallest free standing structure with the given materials, but the marshmallow had to be at the 

top of the structure. This activity helped us to work as a team and overcome conflicts, and 

manage our time and resources. 

This was followed by another activity where the students were presented with a context – 

graduating students in today’s world, and the changing nature of the job market. We were 

asked to come up with three problem statements that might be relevant to the given context. 

Various teams came up with various problems that allowed us to understand other 

perspectives of problems. This concluded the first day’s events and the students were 

dispersed. 

On the end of day 1 of the workshop, we were able to tap into our inner creativity that lies 

within all of us whether we knew it or not. 

6th Jan(Day 2)  

(Morning session) -  9:00 to 1:00 

The day started with a scavenger hunt for peanuts. It was an intense ice breaker that gave us 

our daily dose of caffeine substitute. 

This was followed by where we concluded the previous day’s activities, i.e., we had to 

generate solutions for the problem statement “abundance of generalized skills and lack of 

specialized skills”.  

The students were asked to first empathize with the end-user of this statement and understand 

the problem from a different perspective and understand it definitively using a method like 
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Empathy-Mapping. We were able to open up our mind to a different perspective from a 

fictional character that we created to represent our end-user. 

(Afternoon session)- 2:00 to 4:30 

We were then asked to define the problem and come up with ideas that may lead to a 

probable solution. This resulted in divergent thinking causing us to generate ideas with the 

help of Braindump and other similar methodologies. 

We were taught about Biomimicry which states that whatever solution to any problem we 

have already exists in nature but we just haven’t understood how to implement it in our 

problems. Using this concept we were experimented upon by going to each team and 

assessing their ideas and contributing to them. This was an imitation of cross-pollination. 

Through this, we were able to refine our solution and come up with the best version of our 

own solution to the problem statement. 

The day concluded with announcing Team 2 as the overall winners, Team 3 as the most 

innovative winner and Team 1 as the most enthusiastic winners. The other teams were also 

encouraged to keep up their enthusiasm and hard work as they can learn from this experience. 

There was nothing to lose or gain. 

Conclusion 

The workshop was very informative and helped us understand better how to design a solution 

to any given problem. We were honoured to have Vineesh sir take time out of his busy 

schedule to conduct this workshop for aspiring students to further their skillsets in design 

thinking. 

Photos 
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Student List 

S. 
No. 

Reg.No First Name Middle 
Name 

Last Name CLASS 

1 1560332 Leroy carlton saldanha 6BTCS A 

2 1560311 Arnold Gabriel Benedict 6BTCS A 

3 1560445 Renati 
Naveen 

Kumar Reddy 6BTCS A 

4 1561397 Azham Hassan Venghat 6BTCS A 

5 1560369 Irene   Joseph 6BTCS A 

6 1560448 Ankita Rasmi Sahai 6BTCS A 

7 1560476 Kumari Menka Raushan 6BTCS A 

8 1560381 Susan   Thomas 6BTCS A 

9 1560914 Ashish Immanuel John 6BTCS A 

10 1560319 Deeptanshu   Paul 6BTCS A 

11 1560363 Aneega   Nambiar 6BTCS A 

12 1560364 Celin T Thomas 6BTCS A 

13 1560344 Rahul Binu George 6BTCS B 

14 1560472 Yugesha   C K 6BTCS B 

15 1560360 Tsering   Losel 6BTCS B 

16 1560453 Andrea Grace prakash 6BTCS B 

17 1560442 Juhi Jyotsna Tiru 6BTCS B 

18 1560482 Narem   Navya 6BTCS B 

19 1560373 Mummadi   Manasa 6BTCS B 
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20 1560374 Mummadi   Mounika 6BTCS B 

21 1560372 Liya   C T 6BTCS B 

22 1560343 Rahul Louis Antony 6BTCS B 

23 1560383 Venisha   Dias 6BTCS B 

24 1560378 Priyanka   Miranda 6BTCS C 

25 1560477 Deepak   Pandey 6BTCS C 

26 1560413 Shreyas   Yakhob 6BTCS C 

27 1560446 Goutham Babusuresh Menon 6BTCS C 

28 1560433 Muhammed Dilshad C P 6BTCS C 

29 1560450 Deepak   Agarwal 6BTCS C 

30 1560449 Kaustav   Ghosh 6BTCS C 

31 1560485 Piyush   Kumar 6BTCS C 

32 1561356 B Hannah   Abraham 6BTCS C 

33 1560908 Sandra   Binoy 6BTIT D 

34 1560930 Sakshi   Purohit 6BTIT D 

35 1560939 Shalini   Tirkey 6BTIT D 

36 1561344 Raul Sheldon Pinto 6BTIT D 

37 1560943 Lipika   Jha 6BTIT D 

38 1560935 Stuti   KUMARI 6BTIT D 

39 1560902 Anshul K SHAJI 6BTIT D 

40 1560912 Ragul   M 6BTIT D 

41 1560906 Nisha   Baid 6BTIT D 

42 1560910 Vaishnavi   T 6BTIT D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Head of the Department 


